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Using Indued Rules as Complex Featuresin Memory-Based Language LearningAntal van den BoshILK / Computational LinguistisTilburg University, The NetherlandsAntal.vdnBosh�kub.nlAbstratAn extension to memory-based learning is de-sribed in whih automatially indued rulesare used as binary features. These featureshave an \ative" value when the left-hand sideof the underlying rule applies to the instane.The ripper rule indution algorithm is adoptedfor the seletion of the underlying rules. Thesimilarity of a memory instane to a new in-stane is measured by taking the sum of theweights of the mathing rules both instanesshare. We report on experiments that indiatethat (i) the method works equally well or bet-ter than ripper on various language learningand other benhmark datasets; (ii) the methoddoes not neessarily perform better than defaultmemory-based learning, but (iii) when multi-valued features are ombined with the rule-based features, some slight to signi�ant im-provements are observed.1 Rules as featuresA ommon mahine-learning solution to lassi-�ation problems is rule indution (Clark andNiblett, 1989; Quinlan, 1993; Cohen, 1995).The goal of rule indution is generally to induea set of rules from data, that aptures all gener-alisable knowledge within that data, and that isas small as possible at the same time. Classi�a-tion in rule-indution lassi�ers is based on the�ring of rules on a new instane, triggered bymathing feature values to the left-hand side ofthe rule. Rules an be of various normal forms,and an furthermore be ordered. The appropri-ate ontent and ordering of rules an be hardto �nd, and at the heart of most rule indutionsystems are strong searh algorithms that at-tempt to minimise searh through the spae ofpossible rule sets and orderings.Although rules appear quite di�erent from in-

stanes as used in memory-based or instane-based learning (Aha et al., 1991; Daelemans andVan den Bosh, 1992; Daelemans et al., 1997b)there is a ontinuum between them. Rules anbe seen as generalised instanes; they representthe set of training instanes with the same lassthat math on the onditions on the left-handside of the rule. Therefore, lassi�ation strate-gies from memory-based learning an naturallybe applied to rules. For example, (Domingos,1996) desribes the rise system, in whih rulesare (arefully) generalised from instanes, andin whih the k-NN lassi�ation rule searhesfor nearest neighbours within these rules whenlassifying new instanes.Often, the sets of instanes overed by rulesoverlap. In other words, seen from the instaneperspetive, a single instane an math morethan one rule. Consider the shemati exam-ple displayed in Figure 1. Three instanes withthree multi-valued features math individuallywith one or two of the four rules; for example,the �rst instane mathes with rule 1 (if f1 = Athen  = Z) and with rule 3 (if f2 = C then = Z).Pursuing this reasoning, it is possible to in-dex instanes by the rules that apply to them.For example, in Figure 1, the �rst instane anbe indexed by the \ative" rule identi�ationnumbers 1 and 3. When the left-hand sides ofrules are seen as omplex features (in whih thepresene of some ombination of feature valuesis queried) that are strong preditors of a singlelass, indexing instanes by the rules that applyto them is essentially the same as representinginstanes by a set of omplex features.Note that when a rule mathes an instane,this does not guarantee that the lass of theinstane is idential to the rule's predited lass{ many rules will lassify with some amount of
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Figure 1: Shemati visualization of the enod-ing of multi-valued instanes via mathing rulesto rule-indexed instanes, haraterised by thenumbers of the rules that math them. f1, f2,and f3 represent the three features.  representsthe lass label.error. In Figure 1, the third memory instanemathes rules 3 and 4 whih both predit a Z,while the instane itself has lass X.Now when instanes are represented this way,they an be used in k-NN lassi�ation. Eahomplex feature then beomes a binary feature,that an also be assigned some weight (e.g.,gain-ratio feature weights, hi-square, or equalweights (Daelemans et al., 2000)); when a mem-ory instane and a new test instane share om-plex features, their similarity beomes the sumof the weights of the mathing features. In Fig-ure 1, a new instane (bottom) mathes rules 2and 4, thereby (partially) mathing the seondand third memory instanes. If, for example,rule 4 would have a higher overall weight thanrule 2, the third memory instane would beomethe nearest neighbor. The k-NN rule then saysthat the lass of the nearest neighbour transfersto the new instane, whih would mean thatlass X would be opied { whih is a di�er-ent lass than those predited either by rule 2or 4. This is a marked di�erene with lassi-�ation in ripper, where the lass is assigneddiretly to the new instane by the rule that�res �rst. It an be expeted that many lassi-�ations in this approah would be idential to

those made by ripper, but it is possible thatthe k-NN approah has some onsistent advan-tage in the ases where lassi�ation diverges.In this paper we investigate some e�ets ofreoding instanes by omplex features induedby an external rule-indution algorithm, andshow that the approah is promising for lan-guage learning tasks. We �nd that the methodworks equally well or better than ripper onvarious language learning and other benhmarkdatasets. However, the method does not ne-essarily perform better than default memory-based learning. Only when the rule-indexingfeatures are added to the original multi-valuedfeatures, improvements are observed.2 Rule-Based Memory: algorithmA new memory-based learning variant rbm,whih stands for Rule-Based Memory, imple-ments the ideas desribed in the previous se-tion using the following proedure: given atraining set and a test set of a ertain lassi�-ation task, (1) apply ripper (Cohen, 1995) tothe training set, and ollet the set of induedrules; (2) reode the instanes in the trainingand test set aording to these rules; (3) ap-ply the basi memory-based learning algorithmib1-ig to the reoded training set, and k-NN-lassify the reoded test set. We desribe eahof these steps briey here.ripper (Cohen, 1995) is a fast rule indutionalgorithm that splits the training set in two.On the basis of one part it indues rules in astraightforward way, with potential over�tting.When the indued rules lassify instanes in theother part of the split training set below somelassi�ation auray threshold, they are notstored. Rules are indued per lass, in a ertainlass ordering. By default, the ordering is fromlow-frequeny lasses to high frequeny lasses,leaving the most frequent lass as the defaultrule, whih is generally bene�ial for the totaldesription length of the rule set. In our experi-ments, we let ripper order the rules from high-frequent to low-frequent, the idea being thatthis method would yield more omplex features.Then, the rule set was taken as the basisfor reoding both the training and test set, asshematially visualised in Figure 1. As withthe training material, eah test set was reodedin bath, but this ould have been done on-



line during lassi�ation without muh ompu-tational overhead. For eah language task weexperimented on, we performed 10-fold rossvalidation tests, so ten di�erent train-test par-titions were produed (Weiss and Kulikowski,1991) that were reoded, and then tested on.Tests were performed with the TiMBL softwarepakage (Daelemans et al., 2000), using the soft-ware's dediated routines for handling binaryfeatures. The default ib1-ig algorithm was used(for details, onsult (Aha et al., 1991; Daele-mans and Van den Bosh, 1992; Daelemans etal., 1997b), with gain ratio seleted as featureweighting metri.3 ResultsWe performed experiments on the following �velanguage data sets { More details on numbers offeatures, values per features, number of lassesand number of instanes are displayed in Ta-ble 1:Diminutive formation (heneforth dim):hoosing the orret diminutive inetionto Duth nouns out of �ve possible: je, tje,pje, kje, and etje, on the basis of phonemiword transriptions, segmented at thelevel of syllable onset, nuei and odaof the �nal three syllables of the word.The data stems from a study desribed in(Daelemans et al., 1997a).Grapheme-phoneme onversion (gpsm):the onversion of a window of nine lettersto the phonemi transription of themiddle letter. From the original data setdesribed in (Van den Bosh, 1997) a 10%subset was drawn.Base-NP hunking (npsm): the segmenta-tion of sentenes into non-reursive NPs.(Veenstra, 1998) used the Base-NP tag setas presented in (Ramshaw and Marus,1995): I for inside a Base-NP, O for out-side a Base-NP, and B for the �rst wordin a Base-NP following another Base-NP.See (Veenstra, 1998) for more details, and(Daelemans et al., 1999) for a series of ex-periments on the original data set fromwhih we have used a randomly-extrated10%.Part-of-speeh tagging (possm): the disam-biguation of syntati lasses of words in

partiular ontexts. We assume a taggerarhiteture that proesses a sentene froma disambiguated left to an ambiguous rightontext , as desribed in (Daelemans et al.,1996). The original data set for the part-of-speeh tagging task, extrated from theLOB orpus, ontains 1,046,151 instanes;we have used a randomly-extrated 10% ofthis data.PP attahment (pp): the attahment of a PPin the sequene VP NP PP (VP = verbphrase, NP = noun phrase, PP = prepo-sitional phrase). The data onsists of four-tuples of words, extrated from the WallStreet Journal Treebank. From the origi-nal data set, used by (Ratnaparkhi et al.,1994), (Collins and Brooks, 1995), and (Za-vrel et al., 1997), (Daelemans et al., 1999)took the train and test set together to formthe partiular data also used here.Table 2 lists the average (10-fold ross-validation) auraies, measured in perentagesof orretly lassi�ed test instanes, of ib1-ig,ripper, and rbm on these �ve tasks. The lear-est overall pattern in this table is the high au-ray of ib1-ig, surpassed only twie by rbm onthe dim and npsm tasks (signi�antly, aord-ing to one-tailed t-tests, with p < 0:05). Onthe other three tasks, ib1-ig outperforms rbm.ripper performs signi�antly more auratelythan ib1-ig only on the dim task. One again,evidene is olleted for the global �nding thatforgetting parts of the training material, as ob-viously happens in rule indution, tends to beharmful to generalisation auray in languagelearning (Daelemans et al., 1999).A surprising result apparent in Table 2 is thatrbm never performs worse than ripper; in fat,it performs signi�antly more aurately thanripper with the gpsm, npsm, and possm tasks.There appears to be an advantage in the k-NN approah to rule mathing and voting, overthe ripper strategy of ordered rule �ring, withthese tasks.Another advantage, now of rbm as opposedto ib1-ig, is the redued memory requirementsand resulting speed enhanements. As listed inTable 3, the average number of rules in the rulesets indued by ripper range between 29 and971. Averaged over all tasks, the rules have on



# # Values of feature # # Data setData set Feat. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Class instanesdim 11 3 51 19 40 3 61 20 79 2 64 18 43 5 3950gpsm 9 42 42 42 42 41 42 42 42 42 61 67,575pos 5 155 157 414 395 384 159 104,617np 11 5961 5911 5895 5908 51 50 55 49 3 3 3 3 25,114pp 4 3474 4612 68 5780 2 23,898Table 1: Spei�ations of the �ve investigated language learning tasks: numbers of features, valuesper feature, lasses, and instanes. The rightmost olumn gives the total number of values timesthe number of lasses.% Corret test instanesTask ib1-ig ripper rbmdim 96.2 � 0.6 96.9 � 0.7 � 96.9 � 0.7 �gpsm 88.9 � 0.6 80.4 � 0.5 83.3 � 0.5 + pnpsm 97.2 � 0.3 96.9 � 0.4 97.5 � 0.4 � ppossm 96.6 � 0.2 94.3 � 0.2 95.0 � 0.2 + ppp 82.0 � 0.5 77.0 � 0.7 77.0 � 0.6 +Table 2: Average generalisation auraies ofib1-ig, ripper, and rbm on �ve language learn-ing tasks. `�' denotes signi�antly better au-ray of rbm or ripper over ib1-ig with p <0:05. `+' denotes signi�ane in the reverse di-retion. p denotes signi�antly better aurayof rbm over ripper with p < 0:05.average about two to four onditions (feature-value tests). More importantly, as the thirdolumn of Table 3 shows, the average numberof ative rules in instanes is below two for alltasks. This means that in most instanes of anyof the �ve tasks, only one omplex feature (bit)is ative.Espeially with the smaller rule sets (dim,npsm, and pp { whih all have few lasses, f.Table 1), rbm's lassi�ation is very speedy. Itredues, for example, lassi�ation of the npsmtest set from 19 seonds to 1 seond1. Largerule sets (gpsm), however, an have adverse ef-fets { from 8 seonds in ib1-ig to 17 seondsin rbm.In sum, we observe two ases (dim and npsm)in whih rbm attains a signi�ant generalisa-tion auray improvement over ib1-ig as wellas some interesting lassi�ation speedup, butfor the other tasks, for now unpreditably, gen-1Timings are measured on one partition, using a dual-Pentium II 200 Mhz mahine running Linux 2.2.

ripper / rbm Classif. time (s)Task # rules /r f/i ib1-ig rbmdim 61 2.5 1.3 1 1gpsm 971 3.9 1.5 8 17npsm 72 2.8 1.8 19 1possm 628 2.7 1.0 32 13pp 29 3.0 0.3 19 1Table 3: Average number of ripper rules, on-ditions per rule (/r), and oded features perinstane (f/i); and one-partition timings (s) oflassi�ation of test material in ib1-ig and rbm,for �ve language tasks.eralisation auray losses and even a slowdownare observed. The latter ours with gpsm,whih has been analysed earlier as being ex-tremely disjunt in lass spae, and thereforehighly sensitive to the \forgetting exeptionsis harmful" syndrome (Daelemans et al., 1999;Van den Bosh, 1999a).The omplex features used in rbm are takenas the only information available; the originalinformation (the feature values) are disarded.This need not be the ase; it is possible that thereoded instanes are merged with their orig-inal feature-value vetors. We performed ex-periments in whih we made this fusion; theresults are listed in Table 4. Comparing theolumn labeled \ib1-ig+rbm, denoting the fu-sion variant, with the ib1-ig olumn, it an beseen that it reahes some modest error redu-tion perentages (rightmost olumn in Table 4).In fat, with npsm and possm, it performs sig-ni�antly better (again, aording to one-tailedt-tests, with p < 0:05) than ib1-ig. On theother hand, adding the (average) 971 omplexfeatures to the nine multi-valued features in the



% Corret test instanes % ErrorTask ib1-ig ib1-ig+rbm redut.dim 96.2 � 0.6 96.2 � 0.7 0.0gpsm 88.9 � 0.6 88.6 � 0.4 -2.3npsm 97.2 � 0.3 97.6 � 0.4 � 6.0possm 96.6 � 0.2 96.8 � 0.2 � 4.6pp 82.0 � 0.5 82.1 � 0.5 1.0Table 4: Average generalisation auraies ofib1-ig and ib1-ig + rbm, and the perentage oferror redution, on �ve language learning tasks.`�' denotes signi�antly better auray of ib1-ig+rbm over ib1-ig with p < 0:05.gpsm auses a slight drop in performane { anda slowdown.4 DisussionRepresenting instanes by omplex featuresthat have been indued by a rule indution al-gorithm appears, in view of the measured a-uraies, a viable alternative approah to us-ing rules, as ompared to standard rule indu-tion. This result is in line with results reportedby Domingos on the rise algorithm (Domingos,1995; Domingos, 1996). A marked di�erene isthat in rise, the rules are the instanes in k-NN lassi�ation (and due to the areful gen-eralisation strategy of rise, they an be veryinstane-spei�), while in rbm, the rules arethe features by whih the original instanes areindexed. When a nearest neighbor is found to aquery instane in rbm, it is beause the two in-stanes share one or more mathing rules. Theatual lassi�ation that is transferred from thememory instane to the new instane is just thelassi�ation that this memory item is storedwith { it may well be another lass than any ofits mathing rules predit.Seond, the method is a potentially helpfulextension to memory-based learning of languageproessing tasks. When nothing is known aboutthe harateristis of a language proessing dataset, it is advisable to add the indued omplexfeatures to the original features, and do k-NNlassi�ation on the ombination; it is not ad-visable to base lassi�ation only on the induedomplex features. On its own, the method basi-ally inherits a part of the detrimental \forget-ting exeptions is harmful" e�et from its rule-indution soure (this e�et is stronger when

% Corret test instanesTask ib1-ig rbm ib1-ig+rbmar 93.9 � 2.1 98.9 � 0.8 97.2 � 1.3nursery 94.6 � 0.6 98.6 � 0.5 98.7 � 0.2splie 91.7 � 1.1 89.0 � 2.1 92.7 � 1.7Table 5: Average generalisation auraies ofib1-ig, ripper, and rbm on three mahine-learning benhmark tasks.a data set is more disjunt (Daelemans et al.,1999)). Although rbm performs equal to or bet-ter than ripper, it often does not regain thelevel of ib1-ig.High disjuntivity appears to be a typial fea-ture of language tasks (Van den Bosh, 1999b);other non-language tasks generally display lessdisjuntivity, whih opens the possibility thatthe rbm approah may work well for someof these tasks. We performed pilot tests onthree mahine learning benhmark lassi�ationtasks (taken from the UCI benhmark repos-itory (Blake and Merz, 1998)) with symboli,multi-valued features. Table 5 displays the re-sults of these experiments. Although the dataset seletion is small, the results of rbm and es-peially of ib1-ig+rbm are promising; the lat-ter algorithm is onsistently better than ib1-ig.More researh and omparisons are needed toarrive at a broader piture.An immediate point of further researh liesin the external rule indution algorithm. First,ripper has options that have not been usedhere, but that may be relevant for the urrentissue, e.g. ripper's ability to represent setsof values at left-hand side onditions, and itsexibility in produing larger or smaller num-bers of rules. Seond, other rule indution algo-rithms exist that may play ripper's role, suhas 4.5rules (Quinlan, 1993).More generally, further researh should fo-us on the saling properties of the approah(inluding the saling of the external rule-indution algorithm), should investigate moreand larger language data sets, and should seekomparisons with other existing methods thatlaim to handle omplex features eÆiently(Brill, 1993; Ratnaparkhi, 1997; Roth, 1998;Brants, 2000).
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